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 There are some rare occasions you may want to use the ‘Live’ KMS Spico activation and KMS Win10 / Office activation tools. If that is the case, you can use the exact same set of images for both the tools, and you can simply choose to use the Windows live version or the Microsoft Office live version. This is very helpful if you are downloading a huge document from a remote source and you don’t
want to re-enter the username and password for the document again and again. In that case, download the tool and then transfer it to your USB drive, and then run the KMS Spico activation tool and enter the KMS activation code provided. KMS Office 10 Home Premium: How to activate Windows 10 with KMS KMS Spico activation tool is actually a small tool which can be downloaded for Windows

7 and Windows 8. However, this tool is compatible only with those operating systems. There are two modes for activating Windows with KMS tool. You can either activate Office manually, or activate with KMS Spico. Let’s take a quick look at each of the methods and see what all you need to do in order to activate the Windows operating system. Activate Windows 10 with KMS without Office:
Using this mode of KMS Spico tool, you don’t need the Microsoft Office and you can still activate your computer. Just follow the steps given below and you can easily activate your Windows 10 using the KMS spico tool. 1. Download and install KMS Spico activation tool on your Windows 10 machine and run the KMS Spico activation tool from the location which has been provided below. 2. Now
provide your Windows Live ID in the Windows 10 login page and activate your Windows 10 using the KMS Spico activation tool. It will take few minutes to complete the activation. Activate Windows 10 with KMS by activating Office: Activating a Windows 10 computer using the KMS Spico tool is the easiest method to activate your Windows 10 computer. However, if you want to activate your

Windows 10 using KMS and you also want to download Office 2010, then this mode is for you. In this mode, you will need to download and install the Office 2010 activation tool first. After activating Office, you will need to activate your Windows 10 computer using KMS Spico tool. Follow the steps given below to activate your 82157476af
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